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Civilian Praetorianism and Military Shirking During
Constitutional Crises in Latin America
David Pion-Berlin and Harold Trinkunas
Since the end of the Cold War, an elected civilian leader in Latin America is more likely
to be displaced from office prior to the end of his constitutional term by mass mobiliza-
tion than by a military coup. As Arturo Valenzuela has observed, thirteen of the fifteen
nonconstitutional transfers of power in the region between 1990 and 2004 have been the
result of civilian coups rather than military actions.1 This phenomenon has occurred in
Argentina, Bolivia, and Ecuador, while attempts in Peru and Venezuela have failed.
Civilian coups are not confined only to Latin America; they have occurred in the
Philippines, where “people power” displaced both dictators and elected presidents; in
Ukraine with the “Orange” Revolution; and in Georgia with the “Rose” Revolution.
In each case, a civilian elected leader was ejected from power by the mass action of
civilian, rather than military, sectors of society.

This article focuses on military responses (or the lack thereof) to mass protests
against elected governments during moments of constitutional crisis in democratic
states. These crises occur when opposition forces decide that merely changing gov-
ernment policy is not enough; that what is required is a change in government itself.
This may involve violent or nonviolent mechanisms, but the universe of cases ex-
amined here is delimited by the opposition’s goals—changing governments outside
the normal democratic processes established by the constitution rather than altering
government policy. The cases draw on the Latin American experience with democra-
tization both because the third wave of democracy struck the region earlier than most
and because states in the region have had a long experience with military intervention
in politics.

At first glance what appears to have changed about contemporary politics in Latin
America is the unusual lack of military intervention in moments of social contestation
that might have produced a coup d’état in previous eras. Samuel Huntington once
argued that in praetorian societies, students riot, workers strike, and militaries coup.2

The absence of military protagonism amidst social upheaval could certainly be viewed
positively, as a confirmation of increasing civilian control over the armed forces in
many new democracies. However, security forces play an important role in these civilian
versus civilian contests. They make decisions about whether to support or withhold
support from elected leaders. In nine of the thirteen cases examined from Latin America
since 1990, militaries have refused presidential orders to intervene against civilian
opposition forces during such crises and instead have remained quartered.3 In a more
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limited set of cases, they have joined oppositions in rebellion against their own com-
mander in chief.

This article examines military responses to presidential crises by using the
concept of shirking elaborated in principal-agent theory. As applied in recent years
to understand military defiance of civilian orders in the developed world, classic
principal-agent models argue that shirking is possible due to information asymmetries
between the two actors, namely the agent’s greater knowledge and expertise about its
assigned undertakings relative to that of the principal. With that advantage, military
agents prefer to shirk and do so unbeknownst to the civilian principal. It is then up
to the civilian leaders either to uncover these misdeeds or preempt them through an
array of incentives, oversight mechanisms, and punishments. By contrast, in the devel-
oping world, military shirking, especially in moments of constitutional crisis, is a
highly public act that is very easy for the principal to monitor and detect, but difficult
to correct. Rather than being a product of information asymmetries, shirking is a
mechanism for defending the military’s institutional well being in the face of pressures
to abide by presidential orders to repress the opposition. Carrying out those orders
would threaten to divide the military against itself, tarnish its reputation, and expose
it to future reprisals. The military agents’ calculus of the risks and rewards associated
with disobedience is influenced by the fact that the authority of the principal has been
undermined and his tenure made uncertain. The armed forces must weigh the benefits
of complying with civilian control against the potential costs they could incur should the
president fall.

In all three countries examined here, the armed forces deliberated about whether
to defy or comply with presidential orders. In Argentina in 2001 the military remained
quartered and thus evaded its duties. In Bolivia in 2003 the military obeyed presidential
orders to repress and later suffered the consequences when a new government came to
power. In Venezuela in 2002 the military rebelled and suffered the consequences when
the coup failed. These cases hold important implications for military roles and missions
in the future.
Civil-Military Relations and Military Shirking During Constitutional Crises

The concept of military shirking derives from principal-agent (P-A) theories of civil-
military relations.4 Within the civil-military hierarchy, the principal is the president
who delegates authority to military subordinates, his agents. The commander in chief
assumes that his subordinates will use their authority to faithfully fulfill his orders.
While this is usually so, the underlying assumption of this model is that agents have
incentives to shirk their duties. Agents may disagree on how best to achieve common
security goals. The military also values its operational autonomy and resents interfer-
ence from meddlesome civilian overseers. Or the military may simply prefer to get away
with doing less while reaping the same rewards, as subordinates commonly do. Though
agents are the bottom of the hierarchy, they have their own source of power by virtue of
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their monopoly on the means of coercion, their expertise, and most importantly their
ability to withhold information from their superiors that reflects unfavorably upon them.
They can cloak their misdeeds, and civilian leaders must then find ways to identify and
perhaps punish those behaviors. The risk to the military of reneging on its duties is a
function of how capable civilians are at overseeing military activities, and how willing
they are to impose sanctions on the military should it be caught.

Does shirking amount to insubordination? Not necessarily, argues Peter Feaver,
since at least in the United States the military does not openly, explicitly, and brazenly
oppose presidential orders or privately undercut executive authority via threats or by
investing itself with veto powers over undesired policies.5 The P-A model assumes that
civil-military conflict is bounded by a higher order of cooperation. Shirkers do not chal-
lenge the principal’s right to decide, even as they try to influence his decisions. Obser-
vance of that principle insures that the civil-military principal-agent relation survives.

It is that relation which was once up for grabs in Latin America. History is replete
with examples from the region of militaries not only challenging the principal’s legiti-
mate authority, but usurping his power as well. The coup d’état went beyond shirking
because it inverted the civil-military relation, imposing the armed forces as the principals
and relegating dethroned politicians and civil society to agent status.

The Latin American military no longer convincingly wields the threat of coup d’état
as it had in the past. The professional and political costs of doing so are greater than
ever. In a convergence with norms that once pertained only to developed countries,
militaries of Latin America are more prone to respect political leaders as legitimate
principals and accept their own subordinate agent status. However, military shirking
persists. The particular form examined here—military quartering—is serious, and rep-
resents a break with executive command. In contrast to the developed world, this form
of military shirking is a highly public act that is very easy for the principal to monitor
and detect, but quite difficult to correct. It occurs when a president orders his security
forces to suppress mass civilian uprisings that threaten his administration. The armed
forces stay confined to their barracks, refusing to heed the president’s call.

These acts of defiance are uncommon and context specific, occurring most fre-
quently during moments of upheaval, when civilian opposition forces decide that merely
changing government policy is not enough; that what is required is a change in govern-
ment itself. Rather than ousting incumbents through the ballot box, civilian opponents
take to the streets, organizing massive strikes, marches, protests, and road blockades
which occasionally turn violent.6 Their dissent is echoed in the chambers of the legis-
lative branch which, convinced that the president should leave office, either commences
impeachment proceedings or resorts to other maneuvers designed to end his fixed term.

Scholars have increasingly turned their attention to these new forms of political
instability in Latin America, where governments fall but regimes do not.7 The focus
has been on the interaction between popular mobilization on the one hand and legisla-
tive action (impeachment, charges of incapacity, or abandonment of office) on the other.
Kathryn Hochstetler and Aníbal Pérez Liñán both find an identical pattern. Presidents
are vulnerable to legislative challenges when those are accompanied by street protests.8
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At times, street protests alone have single handedly evicted a president from power.
Hence, popular mobilization has been both a necessary and at times sufficient condition
for presidential defeat.9 This naturally raises the question of the role of security forces—
whether they should attempt to subdue these manifestations or allow them to unfold.
Pérez Liñán’s finding that the absence of military intervention is one of the ingredients
of a successful impeachment effort invites us to explore in greater depth the military’s
potentially critical role in refusing to carry out a president’s orders to suppress popular
uprisings by remaining quartered.10

Following long periods of praetorian intervention into political affairs, the mili-
tary’s confinement to the barracks in recent decades has been a welcome development
for those concerned about democratic consolidation. Yet, paradoxically, staying put can
set into motion a chain of events that destabilizes a democratic incumbent. Refusing
a presidential call to arms is a violation of the principle of civilian control and of the
military’s status as a nondeliberative actor. Undoubtedly, a military’s decision to stay
quartered in the face of mounting civil unrest can be quite destabilizing. A president
with dwindling options comes to rely on his security forces. When those forces refuse
to cooperate by restoring public order, the president’s position is profoundly shaken. But
the result is a constitutional crisis, not a military takeover. In refusing to arbitrate the
crisis, the armed forces leave it to civilian protesters, legislators, courts, and others to
sort things out. The president may or may not survive the ordeal, but civilians, not sol-
diers, make that determination.
Conceptual Framework

During constitutional crises, the incumbents are vulnerable. They have lost significant
amounts of popular support, their legitimacy has been questioned, and they have seem-
ingly lost the ability to negotiate with their foes. Hence, what is under review in this
article is a set of near “end game” scenarios. What happens after a government has
exhausted most of its political capital or will to find a peaceful resolution to a conflict,
while an opposition has lost faith in democratic channels and found favor in street poli-
tics? It is into this cauldron that the military is thrown, compelling it to make painful
decisions based on its institutional interests.

Those decisions are made strategically in interaction with other parties. Interactions
normally begin with the commander in chief, who has a set of logical preferences.
Optimally, the president would prefer fulfilling his policy while surviving in office with
no resort to force. This scenario is possible, though not probable during a constitutional
crisis. One possibility might be that the president threatens enough violence to cause
civilian protesters to retreat. Another is that the president uses the police or some other
internal security agency as a substitute for the military. Both options are unlikely to
work under the conditions encountered during constitutional crises—an organized op-
position that is determined to change the government. The president is more likely under
these conditions to opt for one of two second-best preferences: either to make policy
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concessions, settle matters nonviolently, and survive in office; or to fulfill his policies
via a successful resort to violence, again remaining in power. Obviously, the president’s
least preferred option is to abandon office. However, he may be compelled to do so if
either he refuses to assume the political burden of great repression or, conversely, he
faces imminent danger from a very determined and violent opposition.

In pursuing his preferences, the president will ask the military to do one of two
things: suppress the opposition or remain quartered. The military can choose to fulfill
or defy either command. Defiance of an order to repress could result in a decision either
to remain quartered or to rebel by joining the opposition. Defiance of an order to remain
quartered could result in repression or rebellion. The empirical data suggests that in the
Latin American context since 1990, the military prefers to remain quartered, and only on
occasion either supports the executive branch’s call for repression or openly rebels
against it.11 This is a form of undisguised shirking that is easily detected. Soldiers sta-
tioned in the capital city often just a few blocks from the presidential palace are called
upon to suppress the uprising. Protesters may clash with police, but troops are nowhere
to be found. Their absence can hardly go unnoticed. Why then would unit commanders
and their subordinates assume the obvious risk of openly flouting the will of their com-
mander in chief?
Strategies Available During Constitutional Crises: Quartering, Repression,
or Rebellion

For the purpose of simplification, this article focuses on three strategic alternatives for
militaries: quartering, repression, and rebellion.12 Quartering is the dominant (or safest)
strategic choice during constitutional crises because the alternatives (rebellion or repres-
sion) carry higher risks. This assessment begins with the premise that the military is
interested first and foremost in safeguarding its institutional well being,13 specifically
its material interests, careerist aspirations, institutional reputation, and organizational
cohesion. It wants to obtain sufficient budget shares for personnel, equipment, and train-
ing, now and in the future. It wishes to retain a system that rewards officers for their
service and also protects them from judicial reproach. It wants to salvage its standing
with the government, the public, and the nation as a whole. Finally, and perhaps
most important, it wants to maintain unity through the ranks, avoiding the deep divi-
sions that are often prompted during politically perilous times. These interests are
paramount when contemplating strategic responses to presidential commands in a
context of civilian praetorianism.

Under “normal” democratic circumstances, with principles of civilian control in
mind, the military decision would be a simple one: stay in the barracks if ordered, sup-
press dissent if mandated, but do what the elected government demands. But these are
special circumstances where a military’s professional well being may be at great risk for
blindly going along with a government that has lost its way. To wit, a military under
civilian control may be asked to conduct missions that have dreadful consequences for
399
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society. Hence, the military must question whether it is worth the risk if supporting a
government means being drawn into violent clashes with rebellious citizens, potentially
causing a loss of life. Should it stay above the political fray by remaining quartered,
joining neither government nor opposition, and thereby safeguarding its professional
integrity and cohesion? Or should it cast its lot with the civilian opposition by aiding
and abetting its takeover, with all the associated institutional hazards and political gains
that come with seizing power?

To answer these questions, the military calculates just how tenable the current gov-
ernment is. It has a keen interest in “betting on the right horse.” If the military believes
the president will prevail, staying loyal will have its payoffs, though acts of repression
will undoubtedly tarnish its reputation. If, on the other hand, it gambles on the current
government and loses, it will be viewed as an agent of repression in the service of a
discredited administration. In that scenario, the new leaders will exact reprisals perhaps
by reducing the defense budget, downsizing the forces, cashiering officers, or recom-
mending prosecution for those complicit in state violence. If the military reasons that
the government is on its last legs, it might want to wager its fortunes on the civilian
opposition by letting events take their own course (remaining quartered). That way, it
will have deflected criticism from a successor government that is ushered to power by
the force of the opposition. Alternatively, the military may take the more perilous path
of rebellion, defying the regime by siding with the civilian uprising. In this way, it joins
the civilians in a new de facto regime, assuring itself greater institutional rewards—but
only if that new regime survives.

Based on recent trends in Latin America, our analysis suggests that the dominant
strategy for the military should be to sheathe the sword. A resort to violence will only
elicit domestic, regional, and international opprobrium. The military wants to avoid
institutional reprisals by a future head of state in the event that a crisis results in vio-
lence. A military-led, or assisted coup is sure to elicit the strongest set of negative sanc-
tions from the regional and international community. In the face of widespread economic
and diplomatic reprisals, a de facto regime has only a slim chance of survival, while the
attempted seizure of power exposes all those officers complicit in the plot, making rebel-
lion the riskiest of strategies. Importantly, both repression and rebellion are prone to
invite serious divisions within the institution. Repression is onerous and will lead some
units, branches, or ranks to defect. Field grade officers and enlisted men who are on the
front lines, charged with carrying out the dirty work, accumulate resentments against the
senior officers who issue the commands while keeping their distance. Those resentments
widen the schism between ranks. Meanwhile, rebellion is a profoundly subversive act
that contravenes the constitution and seeks to overthrow the elected incumbent. It com-
monly induces ideological splits, divides conspirators, fence sitters, and loyalists against
each other, breaks the chain of command, and does great damage to the institution’s
integrity in the process.

In short, there is a compounding of risks associated with either rebellion or re-
pression. By contrast, military quartering—even in defiance of presidential will—
appears to be the safest of the three strategies. Certainly there is some risk associated
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with quartering as shirking, since it is a violation of civilian control and could elicit
some form of retaliation by the president in the unlikely event he should survive the
ordeal of a constitutional crisis. But by remaining confined to the barracks, soldiers
avoid carrying out actions that may lead to accusations of human rights abuses that
would invite widespread public scorn and reverberate back on the organization in the
form of internal schisms or legal consequences. Thus, the general trend should be one of
military nonintervention or quartering in moments of constitutional crisis.
Choosing a Nondominant Strategy: Why Militaries Still Repress or Rebel

According to the logic outlined thus far, it would appear that quartering should be the
dominant strategy during constitutional crises. While generally true, there are excep-
tions, as the Bolivian and Venezuelan cases illustrate. Because strategic choices are
made within the confines of nations that have distinct historical and political trajectories,
those choices can be shaped by context. In deciding whether to choose repression or
rebellion over quartering, the military considers several questions in order to assess
the cost-benefit calculus of pursuing a nondominant strategy within the specific context
of their own countries. Were human rights abuses successfully prosecuted in the past? If
so, the military may be particularly gun shy about using violence against the general
public. If not, it will discount the likelihood of punishment for disobedience or repres-
sion. Did officers and soldiers turn on each other, as a result of committing previous acts
of repression or rebellion? To the extent that institutional unity was harmed, the military
will think twice about using violence to resolve a constitutional crisis. On the other
hand, the risks of violence could be discounted if in fact the armed forces had gotten
away with rebellion or repression in the past. The country’s legal provisions constitute
an additional consideration. Are the armed forces granted internal security roles or are
these prohibited? If licensed, the military assumes less risk in suppressing dissent.
Finally, what signals are received from foreign actors, both regional and international?
Do these lead the military to infer that one course of action may be more acceptable
than another?

While institutional concerns remain relatively constant, the military’s cost-benefit
calculus will vary somewhat from country to country because the contexts are different.
Hence we do not expect all the delineated issues to pertain in each and every case, nor to
carry equal weight. Militaries choose a riskier (nondominant) strategy when they believe
the gains can be maximized or the costs minimized. Rebellion is most likely to occur
in instances where the military, as the agent, has less to fear from immediate correction
or punishment by the president, its principal, and where the prospect of human rights
prosecutions or institutional reputational damage make the costs of complying with the
president greater than disobedience. On the other hand, obeying an order to repress is
most likely in countries where the military has traditionally operated with impunity.

It is also logical to surmise that armies may either choose the wrong strategy or
answer the questions posed above incorrectly due to incomplete information. Constitutional
401
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crises frequently seem to be moments of high uncertainty, and armies simply may not have
the full picture about the likelihood that the principal will survive, the chances for punish-
ment by the principal, or, if the principal is overthrown, the likelihood of international con-
demnation. In addition, they may erroneously assess the prospects for reputational harm or
institutional cohesion. In other words, militaries try to foresee the future but are not always
successful; or they try to draw lessons from the past, but do not always do so correctly.14
Cases and Justification

The cases presented in this article are limited presidential crises without breakdown,
when the opposition has decided that changing policy is not enough; what is needed
is a change in government (not regime). All three cases are marked by a similar set
of circumstances. Public opposition to the administration is sustained and widespread,
though not necessarily unanimous. The dissenting coalition of forces usually crosses
class, sectoral, and regional lines. Efforts to negotiate have faltered, and there is a hard-
ening of positions on each side, with challengers moving from criticizing policy to
opposing the incumbent, while the president digs in his heels. Protestors are mostly
peaceful, but violent elements are at work as well. Police and other security forces either
cannot or will not contain the disturbances. Thus, circumstances conform to what has
been characterized as near end game scenarios. Against this common backdrop, three
different military responses are evaluated. Military quartering, as occurred in Argentina
in 2001, is contrasted with the repressive military responses in Bolivia in 2003 and the
rebellion in Venezuela in 2002.

Military Quartering in Argentina Argentine President Fernando De la Rúa (1999–
2001) was forced to step down only half way through his term on December 20, 2001,
amid widespread demonstrations, uncontrolled rioting, and looting. Protests were
triggered by public wrath over the government’s handling of an economic crisis, which
had led to the massive exit of funds from the banking system. The IMF refused to lend
Argentina any more money, and in a desperate effort to stave off financial collapse, the
De la Rúa government froze all bank deposits in November of that year, depriving
families of much needed income. De la Rúa’s successors fell victim to dissent, and by
the end of the month the presidency would change hands four times, during which time
the protests continued while the military remained garrisoned. Former army commander
Martín Balza said, “This was the first time a [Argentine] government is ousted without
military intervention, without a tank in the streets.”15

The aim of the protesters was nothing less than the removal of De la Rúa from
office. Amid the clatter of banging pots and pans were the persistent chants, “Que se
vayan todos!” (Throw them all out!). Others hurled stones and epithets at De la Rúa as
he emerged from a meeting, calling him a thief and demanding he resign.16 Moreover,
many rioters later admitted that the ultimate objective of their provocations was to in-
duce a coup—civilian led—arising from conditions of near anarchy and uncontained
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violence.17 In attempting to avert this fate, the government’s first line of defense had
broken down. Though police shootings resulted in twenty-five fatalities and hundreds
wounded, they could not contain the uprisings. It was also apparent that some police
units were complicit in the vandalism, stepping aside to allow looters to pilfer at
the behest of political operatives of the Peronist Party.18 All of this would have made
the introduction of the military seem vital, if the president was to survive the ordeal. The
President had in fact asked for military intervention. On December 18, 2001, De la Rúa
declared a state of siege which went into effect for thirty days. The next day, he and his
defense minister met with heads of the service branches to request their assistance in
suppressing protests, only to be rebuffed. Why then did the military defy the president
and remain quartered?

The military perceived the costs of repression to be unusually high. During the
1980s Argentina had become the first Latin American country to successfully prosecute
its own generals for human rights abuses, committed during the Dirty War in the prior
decade. Though trials were halted by the early 1990s through legislative annulments and
presidential pardons, the fear that they could resume was genuine. Indeed, by 1998 cases
involving the theft of children of the political prisoners held by the military regime had
opened against the former junta leaders. By the summer of 2001, there were many
new cases and indictments, with courts ordering the preventive arrests of dozens of
military suspects.19

The military reasoned that it was ill prepared to respond to street protests with
restraint and proportionality. Should it be forced to confront protesters, it would inevi-
tably overreact, causing fatalities which would likely lead to judicial inquests and indict-
ments against its men.20 The military also made the case that it was statutorily prohibited
from intervening. Argentina’s laws—unique on the continent—established a clear sep-
aration between external defense, which was a military function, and internal secu-
rity, which was the province of the police and other special forces.21 According to the
nation’s law of internal security, the military could only be called upon to subdue an
internal commotion in “exceptional circumstances” when internal security forces prove
inadequate to the task.22 The president believed the conditions were exceptional and
that once a state of siege had been declared, he was within his authority to request
the military’s assistance.

But because the Argentine laws made for such a remarkably unambiguous sepa-
ration between military (external defense) and police (internal security) functions,
the armed forces maintained that only another act of congress would compel them to
repress—legislation which never materialized.23 In defiance of their principal, the presi-
dent, military agents ordered their troops to remain garrisoned. Without the support of
his military, the president was forced to flee the presidential palace the next day.

The Argentine scenario is widely cited as a case of strong civilian control. Since the
transition to democratic rule in 1983, Argentina had in fact become a legal, institutional,
and political role model of military subordination in the region. Even under those con-
ditions, the military was willing to risk shirking its duties to spare itself institutional
harm associated with repression. To have obeyed would have meant bloodshed, and
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a new administration taking over would be less sympathetic to the perpetrators of state
violence. If by slim chance De la Rúa had survived, the military reasoned that by staying
put it could avoid internal divisions, which had ripped the institution apart in the after-
math of the Dirty War and avert future reprisals from a judiciary that had pursued
human rights charges in the past, and could do so again. The military calculated cor-
rectly. No harm would come to it with succeeding administrations. Although President
Kirchner (2003–2007) renewed human rights proceedings, indictments were leveled
against an older generation of officers who had served the dictatorship, not against those
soldiers who had refused to repress the 2001 riots.

Military Repression in Bolivia In the Bolivian case, the military resorted to repression
on orders from the president, with deadly consequences for the opposition and harmful
results for the institution itself. Tensions which had been simmering beneath the surface
for some time broke into open conflict over how to best harness and control the country’s
vast reserves of natural gas and petroleum. In September 2003 protests occurred when
the government announced plans to export unprocessed natural gas through Chilean
ports. Aside from Bolivian aversions to dependence on the port facilities of its historic
adversary, critics also argued the nation would get the short end of the gas pipeline
deal because it would receive less revenue for exporting unrefined gas. They wanted
processing plants built on Bolivian soil, higher taxes charged to foreign exporters, and
a greater share of the profits shared by Bolivia. President Gonzalo Sánchez de Lozada
miscalculated the great nationalistic backlash that his export plans would unleash.

Initial participants in the uprisings included a mix of campesinos, coca growers,
miners, and urban trade unionists. By the end, storeowners, white collar professionals,
and middle class residents of La Paz had joined their ranks. The protests took the form
of marches, demonstrations, strikes, and, most importantly, road blockades. At first,
the government response was desultory. But after military and police units opened fire
on demonstrators who were barricading roads, killing several, the political trajectory
spiraled downwards. Protest leaders set firm, nonnegotiable demands as preconditions
for dialogue while laying the groundwork for more extensive road blockages along
critical transportation routes.24 The government hardened its own position, stating it
would retain the option of exporting the gas through Chile, while refusing to recognize
the key campesino, union, and cocalero leaders as legitimate interlocutors. That in turn
caused the opposition to reject dialogue with the government altogether, calling for the
president’s resignation.25 The violence continued unabated and, when all was done, a
total of eighty civilians had been killed by military and police forces, with hundreds
more wounded.26

Repression, however, could not save President Sánchez de Lozada. His political
position had become untenable, as his ruling political party coalition unraveled and
as his own vice president publicly disassociated himself from the repressive policies.27

Indeed, by the third week of October 2003, most Bolivians had turned against the
president. After massive demonstrations paralyzed the capital city on October 17, the
president tendered his resignation and left the country.
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Why did the military choose to comply with orders to repress? Doing so was con-
sistent with the constitution and the armed forces organic law which mandate the mili-
tary to guarantee the stability of the legally constituted government and help maintain
internal public order when other forces cannot.28 The penalty for refusing a presidential
order to restore public order is a dishonorable discharge from the services, with the loss
of all retirement benefits.

That said, the armed forces also calculated it was unlikely they would be prosecuted
in civilian courts for human rights offenses. For decades, human rights cases involving
officers had been handled by military tribunals that were notorious for dropping charges
prematurely and closing files.29 If per chance a case were to wind its way to a civilian
tribunal, the military had little to worry about. Civilian judges and prosecutors were
weak, corrupt, and subject to political pressures. Political party elites with longstanding,
informal relations with military commanders stymied the judicial process on the mili-
tary’s behalf by applying pressure to prosecutors who were appointed provisionally or
by underfunding the attorney general’s office charged with investigating these cases.30

The combination of military judicial strength and civilian weakness is telling. Between
1985 and 2003, 300 deaths were reported from protests or social conflicts at the hands
of security forces. Not one officer or soldier was ever convicted for these incidents.31

Given that history, the soldiers involved in repression during the Fall of 2003 must have
reasoned that the judicial risks of following orders to repress were low.

But if the risks of recrimination were slight, the institutional repercussions of ful-
filling repressive orders were significant and harmful—something the military had
not anticipated. As suggested by our model, repression induces disaffection within
the ranks. One soldier was reportedly shot by a commanding officer for refusing to fire
on the crowds. Writing at the time, “The armed forces,” said Juan Ramón Quintana, a
noted authority on the Bolivian military, “have reached the limit of their tolerance for
a situation where they are being blamed for deaths.”32 The military had split between
senior and mid-level officers over the repression. Field grade officers resented the senior
command for its unswerving alliance to an illegitimate government, which was using the
military as a way out for not being able to solve problems politically. They were also
fearful of revisiting the early days of the democratic transition when the public held the
military in disdain for its repressive polices while in power.33 Hence, real concerns over
reputational damage were deepening the divisions within the military.

One other repercussion became apparent two years later with the assumption of
President Evo Morales, the very leader of the coca growers who had joined the protests
against Sánchez de Lozada. In January 2006, in one of his first acts as president,
Morales purged twenty-eight generals from the military by passing them over for pro-
motion. Unprecedented was the fact that with one stroke, he eliminated three cohorts
from the senior ranks—the classes of 1972, 1973, and 1974. The immediate rationale
for this stunning move was that these officers had been implicated in a scandal regarding
the clandestine transport of missiles to the United States for the purpose of deactivation. It
turned out, however, that only two of the twenty-eight dismissed generals were directly
involved in that plot. The more reasonable explanation is that Morales wanted to rid
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himself of military leaders too closely associated with the pro-U.S., pro-business gov-
ernments of Hugo Banzer (1997–2001) and Sánchez de Lozada and their repressive
policies. Those who were ousted held command positions in the army that had violently
cracked down on the demonstrators in 2003. Among their victims were the coca
growers who had rallied behind Morales and whose families were no doubt pleased that
the new indigenous president had exacted reprisals against their military repressors.

Military Rebellion in Venezuela The Venezuelan coup attempt of 2002 showcases
why militaries choose nondominant strategies such as rebellion, and why these
strategies fail. On April 11, 2002, the Venezuelan military high command refused to
obey orders from President Hugo Chávez to implement Plan Avila, a longstanding
military plan to seize control of the capital in the event of insurrection. The president’s
order came in the face of mass civilian demonstrations against his rule which were
the culmination of months of tension between the administration and the opposition.
The April 11 demonstrations were precipitated by the dismissal of executives from the
national oil company, Petroleos de Venezuela, and the consequent call for a general
strike by the leading business and union leaders in the country on April 10.34 The threat
to the presidential palace at Miraflores in Caracas appeared imminent as hundreds of
thousands of opposition demonstrators deviated from their planned march and converged
on the city center. Armed confrontations between pro-government and pro-opposition
civilians led to the deaths of over a dozen demonstrators, mostly among the opposition.
Internal security forces, some of doubtful loyalty to the Chávez government, appeared
unable to control disturbances or prevent deaths amongst civilians.35 When ordered
to step in, the military refused, citing Article 350 of the 1999 Venezuelan constitution
that allows the people to disregard any authority contrary to democratic principles or
that violates human rights.

The military then went a step further and rebelled, forcing President Chávez to
resign and detaining him at a military facility off the coast of Venezuela. Civilian op-
position leaders quickly joined a multitude of generals and admirals in Fuerte Tiuna,
army headquarters, to appoint Pedro Carmona, the leader of the national business fed-
eration, FEDECAMARAS, as head of an interim administration.36 Carmona surrounded
himself with the most conservative figures in the opposition and appointed military
officers loyal to his clique to high positions in the defense establishment, sidelining
the generals who had led the rebellion against President Chávez. Carmona also an-
nounced the closing of all of the institutions associated with elected government under
the 1999 constitution, including the National Assembly and the Constitutional Court.37

This proved to be a step too far. The commander of the army who had refused to obey
Chávez’s orders to repress on April 11 demanded the restoration of the elected institu-
tions on April 13. Military forces loyal to President Chávez organized a rescue operation
to release him from captivity. Civilian loyalists mobilized and surrounded the presi-
dential palace. Chávez’s presidential guard—inexplicably left in place during the
coup—arrested Carmona government members. By April 14 President Chávez had
returned to power.38
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How did the Venezuelan armed forces end up in the worst of all the possible
scenarios outlined in this article—rebelling against a president and failing? The initial
calculation driving the military focused on the costs and benefits of obeying a presi-
dential order to repress. The decision to disobey the President and not repress lay mainly
with the army high command. The use of the army for repressive purposes raised the
specter of widespread casualties and consequent legal and political costs. The army’s
one previous experience implementing mass repression occurred on February 27–29,
1989, during the Caracazo riots in the capital that followed neoliberal economic re-
forms. On that occasion, the use of army troops untrained in crowd control techniques
and armed with live ammunition led to civilian deaths estimated from hundreds to thou-
sands. Although the military was not prosecuted for its actions, it gave rise to a number
of civil society groups dedicated to achieving accountability for the 1989 events.39 In
addition, the repression caused internal divisions within the military since some junior
officers and enlisted troops made clear their discontent at being used in a repressive
role. President Chávez himself justified his 1992 coup attempts using the 1989 Caracazo,
blaming the civilian and military leadership for a massacre. In 2002 this meant that the
army perceived Plan Avila as having severe costs, particularly in terms of current inter-
nal divisions and future legal consequences, with little benefit other than affirming the
army’s obedience to the regime.

Given that repression was costly, why not simply remain quartered? The Venezuela
2002 case highlights a potential slippery slope from quartering to rebellion. Hugo
Chávez’s successful political career from coup plotter to president indicated that rebel-
lion could pay off. The military high command also pointed to Article 350 of the 1999
constitution as a legal justification for rebellion against illegitimate orders, and they may
have believed that rebellion could redeem them in the eyes of the people by washing
away the sin of having participated in the 1989 repression. The military high command
also minimized the costs of rebellion. By negotiating the surrender of Chávez they
thought they had avoided the biggest potential cost, the loss of human life. They greatly
discounted the possibility of an internal schism in the armed forces (which they asso-
ciated with repression) or a breakdown in the chain of command. The pursuit of personal
ambition by generals in Caracas seeking a post in the new government overwhelmed
attention to detail, such as who commanded key garrisons or who commanded the
presidential guards. By handing power quickly to civilians, in this case Carmona, the
military assessed that the international community and Venezuelan citizens might react
similarly to what had occurred in Ecuador in 2000, where there had been few negative
consequences for military intervention.40 The ongoing tensions between the Chávez
regime and the United States may have also given the military hope that future inter-
national condemnation would be muted. Although the U.S. government later denied
being involved in the coup, the Bush administration’s democracy promotion efforts in
Venezuela and clear dislike of President Chávez could well have been interpreted in
such a way.41

Explaining how the Venezuelan military ended up in a failed military rebellion re-
quires attention to the strategies of civilian actors in the coup. The hijacking of the
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rebellion by the Carmona clique and its patently antidemocratic designs precipitated
military division. Carmona faction’s strategy was based on the assumption that every-
thing done by the Chávez regime was illegitimate, and therefore there would be little
resistance if they were to roll the clock back to the period before Chávez’s election in
1998.42 This approach was rejected by junior and field grade officers and enlisted per-
sonnel in the military, by Chavistas, and even by some elements of the civilian opposi-
tion. The condemnation of the coup by almost all Latin American states reminded the
military that the international community would perceive its actions as illegitimate. In
addition, actions by pro-Chávez military and civilian forces to organize acountercoup
put the military leadership on the horns of a dilemma. Supporting the Carmona govern-
ment would require repression, not only of civilians but also of pro-Chávez military
units. When it was clear that keeping Carmona in power would require shooting, the
rebel military leaders quickly began to abandon the interim government.43

Complete disorder in the military hierarchy forced every military officer to make
individual or small group calculations of whom to obey. The prospects for a successful
rebellion melted away in the face of Carmona’s poor strategy choice (to roll back the
clock) and successful Chavista counterstrategies that increased the cost of military sup-
port to the interim government. Ironically, the military’s initial calculations could have
led it to pursue the dominant strategy (quartering), and it is likely they would have suc-
ceeded in checking the president’s power. However, their miscalculation of the costs
and benefits of rebellion led them to pursue a nondominant strategy and fail.
Conclusion

When put to the test by presidential orders to conduct repression, the militaries in these
cases reacted very differently. In Argentina and Venezuela the result was an outburst of
deliberation and defiance from otherwise subordinate military institutions. In Bolivia the
military obeyed orders but then witnessed the collapse of the government’s political will
to stay in power when it refused to bear the mounting costs of repression. The Argentine
and Venezuelan cases make clear that the long-range consequences of repression have
become increasingly vivid for militaries as institutions. When faced with balancing the
cost of disobedience against the potential for internal schisms, future prosecutions, or
societal repudiation, the military in both cases calculated that institutional crises had so
weakened the principal (the president) that reprisals for shirking were unlikely. In other
words, the potential for being held accountable by the government was greatly dis-
counted relative to the potential for societal or legal accountability. That constitutes a
major shift in the militaries’ understanding of how they fit into their societies.

It is evident that since the fateful events of 2002–2003 in Venezuela and Bolivia,
militaries in Latin America have chosen to stay quartered more often than not in the face
of civilian uprisings. This may indicate political learning on their part, having witnessed
the harmful effects of repression or rebellion. Indeed, in Bolivia, the military remained
garrisoned in May 2005 as indigenous-led protests brought down the government of
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President Carlos Mesa. In Ecuador that same year, President Lucio Gutiérrez fell from
power after the army refused to enforce a state of emergency decreed after three days of
protests over the president’s politically charged appointments to the Supreme Court.44

And in 2006 Peruvian citizens attacked voting places after being upset over election
results. The military units charged with guaranteeing security at the polls stepped aside
to allow the voters to express their wrath.45 In the majority of cases since the turn of the
new century, the armed forces have remained garrisoned despite presidential requests
for action.

The effects of military shirking are Janus-faced. On the one hand, defiance of
presidential orders in the face of massive civilian uprisings can set two dangerous
precedents. The first is to weaken the principle of civilian control. The second is to
encourage civilian rebels in the belief that they can, through heavy-handed street tactics,
undo elected officials at will. Heads of state must know that they can rely on their
security forces when needed, while the public must know that their votes count, that
those they elect to power can complete their terms of office. Both of these principles
have been placed in doubt.

On the other hand, shirking via quartering could have some beneficial effects for
civil-military relations and democratic practice. Shirking may lead future presidents into
establishing clear, written rules of engagement for utilizing security forces for public
order missions. Those rules would set guidelines and impose restraints on when, where,
how, and against whom the armed forces are permitted to use force. But they would also
put politicians on record as having authorized those actions and thus hold them legally
and morally accountable, perhaps making the military more amenable to fulfilling the
president’s will.46 It may also mean that in states that can afford it, intermediate security
forces will be created that are trained and equipped to handle significant public distur-
bances within the rule of democratic law.

Alternatively, shirking might encourage executive leaders to take political steps to
avert the end game scenarios we have described. If presidents know that militaries will
not do their dirty work for them, it would give them an incentive either to build wider
coalitions of support for their policies or to negotiate in good faith with the opposition,
seeking political compromises instead of digging in their heels. Likewise, civilian mili-
tants must be encouraged to show restraint and work through normal political channels.
For that to occur, they will need some convincing that Latin American democratic
institutions are at least responsive to their interests and demands. That is a worthy goal,
but one that is still pending.
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